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The purpose of this comm~ication is to provide for requirements arising
from the progrA.1'l1Jl1e

context

of forthcoming int ernat ional discussions

and t in this

it refers especially to the problems facing the developing

countries

which export raw materials. Other aspects of the very broad questions
connected with raw materials are and will be

dealt. with elsewhere..

These-

include

questions concerning the developing countries' own supply in commodities
particularly food products, and the Community' s own supply in raw materials,

a problem discussed in a Commission communication to the Council of

5 February 1-915,

of which certain basic facts are recapitulated in Annex

INTRODUCTION

2. World economic events in recent years and recent political trends.
underline the need for a thorough reexaminat ion

relations. These

of int ernat tonal economic

events have revealed the extent to which the economic

development of all categories of countries depends on a continued and

balanced growth of international trade. In view of this interdependence,
it is essen~ial that relations of solidarity and co-responsibility are
established in a climate of cooperation in which the developing countries

will no longer simply appear as the suppliers of a limited range of goods
required by the industrialized countries ,

but as

partners in the world'

economic growth , in which a larger and fairer share should fall to

them.
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3. More particularly, this reexamination should cover two major questions which
are closely connected: the

condit ions in which raw materials produced by the
f' .

, the
developing countries are developed and marketed and , as far as is possible

accelerat ion in

the growth of the developing

countries.

These questions are vital for all countries which are consumers of raw

materials ,

whether they are non-producer developing countries or industrialized

count ries whose indust rial
n the broad sense ,

act

vi t y depends on the regular supply of raw materials

including products of first-stage processing. They

are of

articular importance to industrialized countries which , like the Community,

materials. ~ese

depend to a large extent on external sources for their raw
countries are dependent on a stable supply at reasonable prices.

These questions

are also vital for the producer countries , and first and foremost those whose
This is the case
export .earnings depend mainly on their sales of raw

materials.

with a large number of developing countries, which are therefore dependent for
their economic development on the protection of these

earnings.

5. These questions concerning raw materials .~ave been the subject of special

attent ion in internat ional discussions for a year or so. The
have been held in various international forums (Sixth Special
Gsneral Assembly of the United Nat ions

discussions which
Session of the

- trN"CTAD - GATT - Second UNIDO General

Conference at Lima ~ Conference of the non-aligned countries at Dakar -

n~gotiations for the Lome Convention - Algiers Conference - Paris

preparato~

Cpnference - United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea - Commonwealth

Prime Ministers Conference at Kingston) have clearly pointed up the developing
countries ' claims in the matter of raw materials and their united front, despite
their sometimes diverging interests

, vis-a-vis

the developed . count~ies.
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These claims are not new 4'bUt they have loomed particularly large since

the recent economic

events. They

can be s ummarized under the following five

headings:

(i)
(i1)

Free access to the markets of the industrialized

countries;

Increased opportunities for processing raw materials in the developing

countries;

(iii)

Exercise of full sovereignty over mineral

resources;

(iv) Stabilization of earnings from raw materials exported by the . developing
countries;
(v)

Index-linking of raw material prices to those of manufactured

The Commi~sion , recalling the European Council t

. 7.

products.

s deliberat ions on these

matters in Dublin on 10- 11 March , considers that the Community must adopt a
clear and constructive policy towards th~se claims, especially as the dates

. of the

forthcoming international meetings will oblige the international

months~ Its
initia:\. basis for discussions

community to adopt a position on . raw materials in the coming

present communication is intended to serve as an
within the Community for this

purposee In it

the Commission outlines the

possible nature of an overall approach to the problems facing the developing
countries which export raw materials , and the broad lines of action to be

envisagedo
OVERALL APPROACH

The Community' B overall approach must take into account the following

cons iderat i one :

(i)

Each product has its own characteristics, to which any solutions
can be envisaged must be

(ii)

that

adopted;

With the exception of certain products , in particular

tropical

agricultural products , raw materials are not produced and exported

principally by the developing countries " 9 Howeve

the export

materials is vitally important for most producer developing

(iii)

The degree to whieh prj :. :q fluctUF.

t 0 product
1- ~

~AA An'n~v

'IS

TT-

of raw

countries;

~onsiderably from product
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(iv)

The risk of scarcity is

relat

particularly because there are substitute

product s ;

(v)

The Community, more particularly, depends on external sources of supply and
will continue to be dependent on them.

9$ It is

however possible - and desirable - to define a few general principles

which the

Communi

ty might adopt as an overall approach to the question of its

relations wi th the developing countries which are raw material

exporters. It

must aim to seek fair and equi table solutions in the appropriate international

forums:

(i)

~rices of raw materials must be equ.i table and

remunerative; they ,must avoid

xoessi ve 1 sharp fluctuations; and they must be fixed at a level which

ncourages a long-term balance

(ii)

T.le economic

betli.:een production and consumption;

development of the developing countries must be encouraged by

the diversification of their products , the development of local processing

of ra1i'J materials

and the stability of their

expo:rt earnings;

(iii) Special attention must be paid to the poorest countries;
(iv)

The need for the consumer countries to know that the stability of their
supplies is guaranteed must be '

10. The

taken

into account.

purpose of such an approach is to introduce fairer mechanisms for the

developing countries which export raw materials and to create sure and stable
of supply for the consumer

countrieso

necessarily ivvolve financial

conditionE

The implementation of such an approach will

costs.

These will have to be borne by all the

industrialized countries , includil1. g the State-trading countries , and other countries

with sufficient resources. Certain financial insti tutions ,
could accept a share of these costs

particularly by adopting certain of their

present mechanisms" In addition, in
could play

a part

the IMF in particular

certain cases the producer countries

themselves

...
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PROPOSED ACTION

11. The

Community has

alre~ adopted important measures to help the

developing countries better to resolve the problems facing them in the

raw materials

(i)

sector. Four types of measure should be mentioned:

repeated and substantial reductions in the tariff duties on raw

materials export ed by the

(ii)

developing

countries;

the wide degree of encouragement given to the processing of raw

materials in the developing countries through the abolition
customs duties on semi-finished and manufactured products
(generalized preferences);

iii)

the considerable support that the Community has given to the efforts
made to stabilize the prices of products covered by world

(cocoa ,

(iv)

coffee,

measures to

stabili?je, the export

materials .prov~ded

12 "

The vaa:-ious measures

, The present situation ,

agreements

tin);
earnings from certain raw

for in the Lome Convention.

alre~ adopt ed by the Community are significant"

however, makes i

necess~ to search

for new types

of action in addition to continuing the action alre~ undertaken , and all
these lines of action must be included in an overall approach which
corresponds both to the interests of the Community and to the aspirations

of the developing

countries. These overall ' approac~es

the following broad lines of action

should be based on

which cover both the action already in

hand and new measures.

(a) Trade cop'Derat

13. In

this field , the measures should aim at the elimination of the

tariff and non-tariff barriers which hinder access to the markets of the
industrialized countries qy raw materials from the developing countries

and particular attention should be given to reducing the protection on the

,. .
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added value of the products of first-stage

processing. Mention should

al so be made of the negot iat ion direct i ves

adopt ed by the Council for the

GATT multilateral negotiations and , as regards agricultural products , the

terms of the Tokyo Declaration concerning the specific nature of the
problems in this sector and the need to treat tropical products as a

special , priority
the pro

(b)

bl em

sector. Equitable solutions should also be found to

of monitoring export restrict

ions.

Industri~l coop~r~tipn

14. In this field , the aim of the Community should be to p~omote the
in situ of raw materials in the light

development and processing

of. the

employment problems both in the developing countries and in the

industrialized countries. Industrial

cooperation is essentially a

firms; a contractual

matter for business

framework should therefore be

established to encourage their action and to permit . the . discussion of
problems of mutual interest , for instance the supply of raw materials.

A number of types of action which are of special interest can be mentioned

here:

(i)

Measures intended to promote investment in the developing countries
(increased sources of

finaJ3.ce whether from the private sector or fro.

international bodie'

protectioh of investments , guarantee. transfer

of profi ts

(ii)

t

encouragement . of joint ventures);

The search for a coherent approach to investment, making it possible
to avoid both bottlenecks and production

(iii)

The encouragement of

long-terIIl contracts involving reciprocal

commitments to supply and take

(iv)
(0 )

delive~ of

Measures to promote the transfer of

~duction of

15. Search

over-capacity;

products;

technology.

su~li~s

for financial mechanisMs permitting proinction ana supplies

of raw materials to be fostered in a spiri t of cooperation.

...
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Information and consultation

16. It is clearly important that the exchanges of information on the
supp~ and

demand situation of products should be

improved. With

this

aim in view, various information and consultation measures at world

level will have to be considered, both in the context of consumer!

producer: associations or in a:ny other appropriate body.

(e)

~easure

11. Such

l .

o l imi t ,e~c essive p;rioe fl;u.otuation~.

measures are in the interests of both producer and consumer

countries in as much as they serve to eliminate the excessive and sudden

fluctuations which can seriously

ii.~pt investment and production qycles.

They should be examined on . a product-by-product

basis.

(i) For certain products the Community already participates in world
.agreements: coffee ,

cocoa

, tin.

Furthermore, it has indicated

that it favours an agreement-by-product approach for

products such as

sugar, wheat; rice and maize. The

agrioul tural
other oases

which lend themselves to this kind of approach will have to be

examined.
On this point it should be remembered here that in the case of a

ntUIlber of raw materials the majority of exports come from the

industrialized countries. Thus,

if it is the intention that the

developing countries should be the main benefici a;ries of such
measures , it will be necessary to examine in the first instance
the main products which they export and which are subject to marked

fluctuations. The relationship between the cost of such measures
and the effect th~ have, particularly with respect to the
developing countries , will have to be taken into consideration.
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Elimination of excessive price fluctuations may, in certain
involve the necessity of stock-building and stock-reducing

cases,

measures.

The working of certain world agreements could be improved by the
participation of the consumer countries in the financing of stocks
and thus in the management of the system 1
should be examined on a case-by-case

; the practical

arrangements

basis.

(ii) The question of indexing the prices of raw materials will no

subject of thorough discussions in the international

nature of the problems to be faced in this field

doubt be the

bodies. The

difficult

particularly if it is

intended that such a system should ensure an equitable balance

between the producer count ries themselves and between producer and
consumer count ries , should be

" would be wrong

st ressed from the out

set. Hence

to see indexing as a panacea offering a solution to

all the problems in a simple

right to return to this

formula. The

Commission reserves the

subject.

(r) Stabilization of e~ort earnins:!

180 Parall e 1 to

t he agreement

s-by-product approach referred to in

point (e),

the Commission considers it necessary to contemplate international

export earnings with joint
industrialized countries, including the Stat e trading

action aiming at the stabilization of certain

financing by all

the

countries and other countries with sufficient

resources. This

action should

represent an effort in addition to the aid currently being granted to the

developing countries\& Act ions of this type are diet ingu.ished from those
referred to under

point (e)

operation of market

in that they do not direct ly influence the

forces and do not introduce barriers to trade.

See the Commissiont s proposal on the joint financing of the " buffer stock
context of the renewal of the International Tin Agreement Doc.

in the
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The Community was the originator

a system of this kind for certain

products in the context of the Lom~ Convention. However , the

Commission does

not recommend a simple transposition to the world scale of the Lom' machinery

as this is adapted to the specific nature of the

Convention.

20. ' The choice of the mechanism which could be proposed by the Community raises
from the point of view of methods of application two major problems as regards

the recipient countries and the products to

be, covered. The

choices to be made

are illustrated by the two alternative approaches set out below:

First
alternative
!If
T I

21. The

mechanism should cover a wider range of products than the Lom' Convention

system and should benefit the least developed countries , to which the resources
be made available for this purpose should be allocated as a matter of

22. The

priority.

criterion to be used to identify the recipient countries should be their

per caJ2ita

GNP

, a clear ' and

objective criterion, which would be used to establish

a list of about fifty countries.

23. The

products selected should 'Qe those subject to marked price

and of pa.

rt icular importance

for the recipient count ries.

nineteen products could form a basis
with the developing countries

fluctuations

The WCTAD list

of

of reference here in the dialogue to be held

(though it

must be borne in mind that not all of

these nineteen products are primarily of importance for the developing countries

and that there are others which are ill-suited to the applicat ion of UNCTAD' s
integrated programm e but are suitable for inclusion in the system proposed

24. The select i ve

approach out lined

here).

max imizing

above has the double advantage of

the benefits for the developing countries which are in the greatest need , while

functioning of
allocation of resources.

limiting, by its very selectiveness , the indirect effects on the

the market economy and , consequently, the distortions in the
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Second alternative

25. In

an initial phase , action in respect

or tne earftings which the

developing countries derive from the export of raw materials could suitably
deal with:

(i)

earnings subj ect to marked fluctuations as a
prices and

(ii)

result of variations in

~antities;

earnings derived from agricultural produQts for food or industrial

pu.rposes . the export of which is of particular importance for the
producer count ri es ;

(iii)

earnings den

ve(i from products which are vi tal

employment in producer count

26. 'I!he

for the level of

ri es .

mechanism should aim to cover all the developing countries that are

exporters of raw materials. In addition , it should include arrangements to
give special consideration to the interests of the least developed countries

ries.

and the moet seriously affected oount.

27. This

mechanism 'WO:1ild have the advantage of not causing any distortion

of the market since all the producer
In addition

developing. countries

would be oonoe rned.

, it would b~ consistent with the Lome Convention system. It. is

important to emphasiz " in particular, that this system is not an aid measure
but a ~ara:ntee of earnings.

28. The

Commission considers it essential that a comparative study of these

alternatives be made as a first stage in the work of the Council.

CONCIDSIONS

29. It if! clear that the Community cannot on its own provide a solution to all
the problems raised by

however ,

th.e developing countries in

the raw materials sector. It

be in a position to play its full role in the international discussions

to be held in the near future with the developing countries and the other

must,

~'

. "
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industrialized countries. It

must aim to giye an open and

constru.ctive answer

to the preoccupations of the developing countries as set out in the integrated

programm e

proposed by the WCTAn Seoretariat.

30. It is important that the Council should decide as speedily as possible ' on
the broad lines of this

communication. Firstly,

discussions in the international forums is very
that the Community be able to hold discussions'
partn~rs in advance

of

the time available for

short. Secondly, it

with the

is important

various groups of its

the official deliberations . of . the i~ternational bodi~s.

It is vital -that far more attention be devoted to this kind of

preparatory disCussion than hAs been the case in ' the

informal.

past.

31. - ' The, Commission .propos as to supplement this c ommunication by transmit~ing
to the Council ~efore 20 June communica~ions
principal problems ment ioned above.

dealing, 'in

detail with the
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Supplying the Community with raw materials.

The preceding document provides the Counci I with the Commission

t s initial

proposals regarding the problems of commodities seen in the context of
relations with the developing countries and mainly by reference to those

count ri es '

int e

rest s .

The introduction to the doCWD.ent emphasizes how equally important it i.

examine the same problems from the point of view of the Community 's own

interests. The

complexity of such an examination arises from the fact that

it 1IlUst to a large extent be broken do1m by product and category of produot.
The operational solutions t

of which an extremely wide range has been proposea,

must be selected and adapted by reference to the economic and technical
characteristics of those products.

Studies on this matter are in progress and the Counoi 1 wi II be informed of

the results. The Commission considers

i t useful

to provide at this early

stage an initial classification of the chief products by reference to its own
interests together

'With an

might be considered.

indication,

in certain cases , of so lutioDS which

CUll (75.)226-E
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The list of the n~eteen uain products sui:table for at ockpiling, drawn up by .C!&D
in, its overall programme see note 2 page 3 , has been taken as a. basis for
1/'

this purpose; to these have been added eight products which are important' tor
various reasons

namely fats , wood , pu~p,

Iflnganese,

hides and skins,

phosphates, platinum and tungsten.

Of these twenty-seven

(1) the

products=-

~ve temRerate mixed Foduct

shoUld be considere~1" separately:

determined bY'

aDd , tat8)~~

(wheat, maize, rice,

' the

ommanity

market in . thea

is largely

internal production sinoe they are governed b7 ,the G

agricultural policy. In .its

overall approach to the GA'f'J.'

aa.ltilateral

negotiations the C ommun ity has considered the co~clusion'20t

appropriate

int ernat ioM I arrangement s.
(2)

!.b.P' ;thi-~e tr o.Rioa;1 ,aear,ioultura l :erod.uots (ooffee ,

1

0000&.

or probably will be, governed by wor Id agreement s which should .Dab~e the

" Community to assert its

interests. '

e~,

(3) f ;tl~e I ~ev~ non-1qineral r~w .ma;te:e~ls. ~bb
h~des anA rskins are prodt~cts. with which s1D,thetics compete ~trong~

aDd

they

do not present the C oJDDnm ity with a serious supply problea.

. on t' he other band present the

. Wood and wood product

Co~ -with very

difficul~ problems, the solution to which would appear to li.

internal . .easures (reafforestation

pria~i~

rec7Cling and substitution).

For cotton and wool , see below.

(4) With

regard to the twelve aineral raw BBterialsl
r 1

(i) t in is governed. b7 a war ld agreeaent
((t) as regards iron, & luaiDa
above all

(and

a' pol1oy in. favour

bauxite),

san.ese

of invest aent s ai1d

would appear t o be desirable, given t he wide
at

these. ore ~ and the , low

exp~o~t ing

level ot C oaualality

the. . out side i'-~ front iars;

ph~s~t--,

l~~ o~~,

d1strl1N.t10J\

1J!'Lrl:to1J8.'

at'

souoft

Ucm in,

'.(7
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(iii) f9r

tun~en, chromium

regards the securing of

(.5) There.

remain

non~minera Is :

platin1.1m, which might present problems as
supplies, ' refierve stocks could be built up

and

three mir+t;ral raw materials

copper, lead and zinc, and two

cotton and wool.

The extent of the Community 's

dependence as regards these products . is

and their prices fluctuate widely. The

considerable

qua,nti~ies involved- are substantial

representing 54% of Community imports of the nineteen

products. It s.eas

it is these products that must be concentrated upon in the study to devise

a ppr.opria t e sol ut i one , be

they indust ria 1 , c ommerc ia I or f inane ia 1.

!1I

~otal value

imports: approxfmately

of C~mmunity
it in res'Pect of 'Dlatinum.

~lOO ,million , almost

all

that

ri ce , sugar)

iron)

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

or I d

2"

count ri

OECD

fob
East ern Deve
loping
Ehropean
count ri
coUnt ri

Export s

Trade Yearbook 1,rg , and national statistics.

1970-72 figures.

Sources FAO

Total

bauxite/alumina' ,

, tin

erials

Mineral raw mat
(copper, lead , zinc

(ootton ,
rubber)
hard fibres,

erials

tea)

on-mineral raw mat
jute, wool1

coffee t cocoa t

Tropioal food product

(wheat t mai se ,

emperat e and mixed food prOduct

Product s

in trade in the 18 products

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

World

count ri

OECD

Relative importance of the principal exporting and importing areas of the world
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countries countries

Deve loping

oif
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ihropean
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ANNEX I
WO RLD

EX PORTS AND DEVELO PING C Ou:trrRI 1!5

EXPORTS .

PRODUCTS*

Exports in 1972
Product S

World

Developing countries

000 000

~eII;perate and ~i~ed food products
* Wheat
* Xai ze

* Rice
* Sugar

Oleagiaous (oi I seeds and oi Is )

160

4366
2298
1120
3334

2235"

~~4

48Of

3049
723

3049

331

440

Tro~ical food Rroiuct~

* Coffee
* Cocoa
* Tea

......w.

723

4511

43BT

2828
762
1346

1757
670

Non-mineral raw .at eri als

* Cotton
(inclucliDg .anufactured)

* Jute
* Wool
* Hard fibres

... Rubber
Wood (in

the rough

Pal p M I( II
Hides and Skins

and sawn)

x . I(

.x.

904
3583
2529
1155
3194

161

904
1121

23~

4975

Mineral raw materials

*
*
*
*

4113
418
862
730
914
2608

Copper
Lead
Zinc
Tin

... Bauxi t e

and ... alWlina

* Iron ore

Chrolti
Manganese
Plat illUll

190

not spec.

Tu.ngst en
Phosphat es

1 ?58

0515

194-

632
516
992

100

not spec.
240

*525f

-moo

TOTAL)'

* The 19

2395
116

proa.uotc suitable

, sin!le asterisk.
Estiaates.
)I IE.
910 .

Source: FAO

'1' e Yea

for stockpiling studied by UNCTAD are

'book

ani Rational statistics.

preceied. by a

